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EDITORIAL
The Authority of the Word
has been central in Protestant theology and
life. From the times of the early English reformers,
TWycliffe
and Tyndale, to the days of the Anabaptist leaders
HE BIBLE

on the continent it was the Scriptures to which they turned
for their authority. Martin Luther, as he stood before the
Diet at Worms refused to recant because as he said, "My
conscience is captive to the Word of God."
In our own day one of the major issues within the
Christian Church is the attitude towards the Scriptures.
We of the more conservative stance regard the doctrine
of inspiration to be of crucial import. Terms such as inerrancy, infallibility, and plenary become tests of orthodoxy. We are rightly disturbed with an attitude towards
the Bible which would make the Canonical Scriptures comparable to other great and inspiring literature. We are
duly alarmed when the miraculous and the supernatural
is explained as myth in order that Christianity may be
more acceptable to the modern mind and to a scientific
age.
It may be proper to remind ourselves as conservatives
that a high doctrine of inspiration does not in itself assure
a high doctrine of authority. We need to be aware that
it is possible for conservatives also to engage in "myth
making" as well as those of the liberal side.
The observation has been made that the liberals have
problems with the miracles of Jesus but take quite literally
His teachings. On the other hand the conservatives take
a literal position on the miracles but when it comes to the
teachings of Jesus these call for interpretation. One might
go so far as suggesting that this could be called "evangelical mythologizing."
Take for example Jesus' teaching on non-resistance of
evil. "Do not resist one who is evil. But if one strikes you
on the right cheek turn to him the other also . . ." There
is also the second mile, the coat, and the lending not expecting to receive. We are told that this is not to be
taken literally. This has reference to a future age and not
to the here and the now. Some interpretation is surely
needed here.

It w o u l d be too much to expect that the first article in
this issue of the VISITOR w i l l mean as much to the readers as
it does to me and to Paul Snyder. W e both studied under
this brilliant and devout teacher. This fascinating account
of how G o d f o u n d him through His w o r d w i l l give us a new
appreciation for the Book that understands all of us.
(Continued on page ten)
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Or take Jesus' teaching on our service to Him through
our ministry to the least and the lost of our society. Jesus is
quite explicit in His account of the judgment at which
time the separation of the sheep from the goats is determined by identification with Him in ministry to the
needy—the cup of water, the loaf of bread, the open door,
and the prison visit. Since this obviously raises problems
with traditional doctrines we interpret this escatologically.
We escape the rigorous demands of this saying by our
interpretation.
Then there are the poor—the have-nots. There are many
in the world who lack those qualities necessary to keep
on top in our society. The Old Testament prophets and
our Lord identified themselves with these poor. Jesus
even went so far as to call them blessed "for theirs is the
kingdom of God." How far we have come from the biblical
position is apparent when in our conservative circles it is
the poor who are suspect; in the Bible it was the rich. We
have done some very convenient interpretation and exegesis of some very difficult sayings.
This is not an appeal to disregard sane biblical interpretation. We need to understand that statements made
and illustrations used out of a culture and a language of
2000 years ago need to be understood within that context
and interpreted within our own. It is not only necessary to
know what the Bible says but also to understand what
it means. We are equally aware of the danger of the
isolated text.
However this is a word of caution to us evangelicals
who are critical of those who call the miraculous a myth.
Let us be very sure we do not mythologize the "hard
sayings" of Jesus and make them of noneffect. It should
be apparent to us that there are those elements of our
faith which may be stumbling blocks to the mind; but
there are also those which are stumbling blocks to the will.
There are acts of God which are stumbling blocks to
the proud mind; there are requirements of discipleship
which are stumbling blocks to the selfish heart. In our
zeal for the integrity of the scriptures let us not forget
their authority. In our concern for orthodoxy let us remember the words of our Lord when He said, "Not every one
who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the kingdom of
heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in
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for easier reference, would lead me as it were from fear
and anguish, through a variety of intervening stages, to
supreme utterances of release and jubilation. Tne day
came when I put the finishing touch to "the book that
would understand me," speak to my condition, and help
me through fife happenings. A beautiful, sunny day ifwas.
I went out, sat under a tree, and opened my precious anthology. As I went on reading, however, a growing disappointment came over me. Instead of speaking to my condition, the various passages reminded me of their context,
of the circumstances of my labor over their selection.
Then I knew that the whole undertaking would not work,
simply because it was of my own making. In a rather
dejected mood, I put the little book back in my pocket.

Hie

Book
That
Understands
Me
Emile Cailliet

my college days in France I was an agnostic.
Twithout
Strange as it may seem to the reader, I graduated
having ever seen a Bible. To say that the educaHROUGH

tion I received proved of little help through front-line
experiences as a lad of twenty in World War I would
amount to quite an understatement. What use, the ill-kept
ancient type of sophistry in the philosophic banter of the
seminar, when your own buddy—at the time speaking to
you of his mother—dies standing in front of you, a bullet
in his chest? Was there a meaning to it all? The inadequacy of my views on the human situation overwhelmed
me. One night a bullet got me, too. An American field
ambulance saved my life and later restored the use of my
left arm. After a nine-month stay at the hospital, I was
discharged and resumed graduate work.
Needless to insist that the intellectual climate had
changed as far as I was concerned. Reading in literature
and philosophy, I found myself probing in depth for
meaning. During long night watches a few yards from the
German trenches, as I looked at swollen bodies dangling
in the barbed wires, I had been strangely longing for . . .
—I must say it, however queer it may sound—for a book
that would understand me. But I knew of no such book.
Now I would in secret prepare one for my own use. And
so, as I went on reading for my courses, I would file
passages that spoke to my condition, then carefully copy
them in a leather-bound pocket book I would always carry
with me. The quotations, which I numbered in red ink
Dr. Emile Cailliet was for many years Stuart Professor of
Christian Philosophy at Princeton Theological Seminary. H e has
been emeritus professor since 1960.
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At that very moment, my British-born wife—who, incidentally, knew nothing of the project I had been working on—appeared at the gate of the garden pushing the
baby carriage. It had been a hot afternoon. She had followed the main boulevard only to find it too crowded. So
she had turned to a side street which she could not name
because we had only recently arrived in the town. The
cobblestones had shaken the carriage so badly that she
had wondered what to do. Whereupon, having spotted
a patch of grass beyond a small archway, she had gone in
with the baby for a period of rest. At this point in her
story, she had a moment of hesitation. As she resumed her
account, it turned out that the patch of grass led to an
outside stone staircase which she had climbed without
quite realizing what she was doing. At the top, she had
seen a long room, door wide open. So she had entered.
At the further end, a white-haired gentleman worked at
a desk. He had not become aware of her presence. Looking around, she noticed the carving of a cross. Thus she
suddenly realized that this was a church—a Huguenot
church hidden away as they all are, even long after the
danger of persecution has passed. The venerable-looking
gentleman was the pastor. She walked to his desk and
heard herself say, "Have you a Bible in French?" He
smiled and handed over to her a copy which she eagerly
took from his hand; then she walked out with a mixed
feeling of both joy and guilt. (I should confess at tiris
point that I had once for all made the subject of religion
taboo in our home.) As she now stood in front of me,
she meant to apologize. This was the way things had
happened . . . She had no idea . . . But I was no longer
listening:
"A Bible, you say? Where is it? Show me. I have never
seen one before!"
She complied. I literally grabbed the book and rushed
to my study with it. I opened it and "chanced" upon the
Beatitudes! I read, and read, and read—now aloud with
an undescribable warmth surging within . . . I could not
find words to express my awe and wonder. And all of
a sudden, the realization dawned upon me: This was "the
book that would understand me." I needed it so much that
I had attempted to write my own—in vain. I continued
to read deep into the night, mostly from the Gospels. And
lo and behold, as I looked through them, the One of whom
they spoke, the One who spoke and acted in them, became
alive to me. The providential circumstances amid which
the Book had found me now made it clear that while it
seemed absurd to speak of a book understanding a man,
this could be said of the Bible because its pages were
animated by the Presence of the Living God and Power
of His mighty Acts. To this God I prayed that night, and
the God who answered was the same God of whom it was
spoken in the Book. A decisive insight flashed through my
whole being the following morning as I probed the first
chapter of the Gospel of John.
(3)

I still proceed on the old theme of "the Book that
understands me," the main difference being that I now
capitalize the B. My devotional life springs from my conversations with Holy Writ. Whenever I am confronted with
difficulties, with a puzzling situation, or with a call on
which more light is needed, I turn to a set of similar circumstances as presented in Scripture. Or it may be that
as I read the Bible as a normal, daily practice, a passage
"jumps at me" and lights up the way I must go. Whatever
the case may be, I pray over the page, waiting upon Him
who speaks through it in a joyful eagerness to do His will.
I have learned to beware of putting too much trust in the
immediate feelings that may thus be awakened in me,
for I know that at such a time, first impressions may account to mere wishful thinking. Rather, I allow life to take
its course, in this way emulating the faith of the Centurion. What is it that the Lord is trying to show me as
actual situations develop? Thus I learn to "read" daily
happenings in the light of Scripture. The margins of my
Bible are marked with dates together with brief reminders
of occasions when such a passage "spoke" to me and
directed me.

An unexpected result of this approach has been its
effect on whatever amount of scholarship I may be credited
with. Thus it has sharpened my sensitiveness to the working of the Word in the achievements of such outstanding
Christians as Pascal. Some of my students have caught the
vision and proceeded upon it. It profoundly moves me to
see how the faltering steps I have taken in the light of
Scripture have become in their case a firm, steady walk.
I think, for example, of some admirable young scholars
who are interpreting patterns of Christian thought and
life in great writers such as Milton, Bunyan, and Shakespeare. So true it is that any real achievement generally
points to an enlightened insight of youth brought to fruition by maturity.
Theological hairsplitting may well suggest to some
that a dividing line should be drawn between the scholarly
and the devotional approaches to the Bible. All I can say
is that things have not worked out this way in my case.
My experience of the Bible, unsophisticated though it has
continued to be, has actually inspired and directed the
best of my efforts as a liberal-arts student.
Copyright 1963 by Christianity

Today; reprinted by permission.

"We Believe in the Holy Spirit..."
or Do We?
The wrote,
filled with the Spirit." To the church at Thessalonica
"Quench not the Spirit." The Bible is full of

HE APOSTLE PAUL commanded the Ephesian church, "Be

truth concerning the Holy Spirit.
And yet! The Apostles' Creed contains ten articles on
the person and work of Christ, and only one on the Holy
Spirit. One feels sometimes that the proportion of ten to
one just about represents the interest in the doctrine of
the Spirit in the history of Christian thought. Too often the
person and doctrine of the Holy Spirit is one of the most
neglected in the Christian faith. Our sermons and even
our hymns are singularly barren on the subject. Not many
of the great books written deal with the subject of the
Spirit.
This is disturbing when we remember that the Holy
Spirit is the ultimate fact of our Christian Revelation, the
unique force in our Redemption. Two things mark off our
Christian faith from the world religions: (1) the claims
of Jesus Christ to be the Redeemer of the world; (2) the
place of the Holy Spirit as the agent of that Redemption.
Thus John Owen said of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit,
it is "the touchstone of faith; the one article by which the
church stands or falls." Thomas Arnold spoke of it as "the
very main thing of all. We are living under the dispensation of the Spirit; in that character God now reveals Himself to His people. He who does not know God the Holy
Ghost cannot know God at all."
As that great Methodist preacher of years gone by,
Samuel Chadwick, said, "The Holy Scriptures declare Him
to be the revealer of all truth, the active agent in all
works of redemption, and from first to last the instrument
of grace in the experience of salvation. In Him, and
(4)

Bishop A. M. Climenhaga

through Him, and by Him, is the power that saves. Illumination and conviction, repentance and regeneration, assurance and sanctification are all the work of God the
eternal Spirit. To the church He is the source and supply
of wisdom and power. The church is the Body of Christ,
indwelt and controlled by the Spirit. He directs, energizes,
and controls."
Now if it is only too true that the church is often
guilty of thinking about the Holy Spirit only in a ratio
of one to ten—or less—what can be said of us in the more
routine affairs of our daily living? While most of us are
not like the theologians whose interest lies in the more
detailed doctrinal facts of the Holy Spirit, what of the
proportion of our interest in the practical outworkings of
the Spirit in our lives?
Once a year—one Sunday out of the fifty-two is called
"Whitsunday" and is specially designated as the Sunday
set aside to remember the Holy Spirit. Can it be, can it
be that it will be said of us that our interest in the work
of the Holy Spirit in our lives is only in a proportion of
one in fifty-two? If this be true, we are missing the
imperative of Paul's commands: Be filled; quench not the
Holy Spirit!
Now, so that I may know what the Holy Spirit should
mean to me and so that I may check myself in relation to
that meaning, let me ask myself, "What image is aroused
in my mind when I use the personality words, The Holy
Spirit?" Were I to ask that about Jesus Christ, the answer
would be easy. We know Jesus in human terms and human
forms: a babe in the manger, a boy in the home, a m a n serving, loving, hated, followed, despised, and in the end
hounded to the veiy Cross. We can think of Him: despised,
Evangelical Visitor

rejected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted with
grief. We can paint our pen portraits of Him, the pictures
that hang on the walls of our homes and our churches.
But when it comes to the person of the Holy Spirit
you can not do that. The nearest thing in human terms
that I can find to picture the Spirit is a dove. See the dove
descending on Jesus at His baptism, the only medium of
expression that seemed to fit the narrow confines of human
understanding then as to the presence of the Spirit on
that scene.
There is, however, one other picture form for the
expression of the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures: FIRE.
Think of those Old Testament stories which picture the
presence of the Spirit of God:
. Moses on the backside of the desert drawing near
to the bush, burning and yet not consumed.
. Elijah on Mt. Carmel calling on God for the fire
to descend and consume the sacrifice.
. Isaiah in the temple, seeing the smoke that filled
the temple, and in the presence of that picture
of the Spirit of God, crying aloud his own sense
of unworthiness; and then the angel with the
coal from off the altar—The Spirit says, "your
lips are cleansed!"
Then come in awe to the New Testament and the
culmination of all that went before and read the story of
the outpouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost. What
does it say? "And when the day of Pentecost was fully

come . . . there appeared unto them cloven tongues like
as of fire, and it sat upon each of them." John the Baptist's
statement of Jesus comes sharply to mind, "He shall
baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire."
We believe in the Holy Spirit, or do we? Have we
been so "filled," so baptized that the sense of the "fire"
of God's presence burns in our hearts? If so, let us not
quench His living presence within. If so, let us seek His
constant, daily, baptizing, cleansing presence within. As
John Wesley put it, this is the "moment by moment" life.
Such a belief in the Holy Spirit will bring us to the
place where we will earnestly desire to deal with the old
nature within by seeking the baptizing, infilling Holy
Spirit. Such a belief will lead us on in the Christian walk
so that we will avoid quenching the life of the Holy Spirit
within. We will keep from putting out the fire of the
Holy Spirit by stirring up the embers of our witness for
the Lord (Acts 5:32), by fanning the flames of our prayer
life in the Spirit (Romans 8:26), by keeping the love flame
of the Spirit burning bright (Ephesians 4:30-32).
The love flame of the Spirit is the only thing that will
solve all of the problems that face us in our intricate
society. It is the only thing that will oil the wheels of a
church organization and make it run smoothly. It is the
only thing that will give adequate direction to a full life
in the Lord. No wonder our fathers pled that we seek that
"perfect love" of the Holy Spirit.
(Continued on page thirteen)

Why Voluntary Service?
Richard F. Keeler, M. D.
in the USA have a great privilege
C —and thus a great responsibility.
HRISTIAN YOUNG MEN

The privilege is that of living in a time when we are
reaping the fruits of seed sown in past generations by
faithful Christians believing and living the way of love
and nonresistance.
Because of the consistent lives and persistent efforts of
these Christians the Federal Government has come to
acknowledge our beliefs, and to provide avenues of service
where we can leave a Christian witness of love while living
constructively. At the same time the Government is recognizing this work as a fulfillment of our obligation to the
nation with regard to the Selective Service Act.
In other words, we have it easy, too easy in fact. It was
for times like these that the Old Testament prophets as
well as the New Testament apostles and Christ Himself
spoke warnings against selfish pursuits, forgetting God,
serving idols, and easy living.
Hundreds of thousands of young American men have
been drafted or have volunteered to serve what they feel
is a legitimate national call to bear arms for the purpose
of protecting other peoples and the United States interests.
They have left homes, schools, and automobiles, know'ng
they may not return alive—and many don't.
Thousands of Mormon youth spend 18-24 months w'thout pay in missionary activity in their zeal to spread the
practice of their beliefs.
Where is the dedication to God, the zeal to win others,
the spirit of sacrifice among us today who claim that
Dr. Keeler is serving in Appalachia under the Mennonite Central
Committee.
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Jesus is the only Saviour for mankind, and the agape love
that is to be the guide in our inter-personal relationsh'ps?
I believe we have been shirking our duties. Many
young people do not feel an obligation to church or nation, and make no move to contribute their training unless
specifically requested or required to do so.
Should not we who have this fine heritage of nonresistance, as well as the gracious condition under the
Selective Service Act volunteer for service whether or not
the nation demands it, or the church requests it?
There is need in our world today for dedicated Christians in a multitude of vocations, whether it be in the
riot-torn slums of our nation, the hollows of Appalachia,
or famine-struck India.
In our affluent American society, most of us as young
Christian men can easily afford two or three years of
voluntary service without real economic hardship.
From personal experience I know it isn't always easy,
but it is rewarding to be spending my 1-W time in VS.
The people I've become acquainted with during these
months seem to understand better my non-resistant beliefs
when they learn I am a volunteer, rather than a wageearner. This is especially true for those persons who have
a close relative or friend in Vietnam.
I believe it would be of great value to each Christian
young man and woman, and of unmeasurable benefit to the
kingdom of God for each to properly prepare himself and
volunteer for at least a year or two for some program of
the church, whether or not men are being drafted. Why
should we wait for a non-Christian call before we decide
to volunteer for Christian service?

(5)

The
Executive Secretary
Reports on
INDIA
H. N. Hostetter

Step by step the Missions program of the
Brethren in Christ Church in India is moving
toward the building of a strong indigenous
church—sometimes slowly, sometimes more rapidly. After my twenty-five days in India with
missionaries and national leaders, the course
I see taking shape strongly indicates that we
are nearer the establishing of a national church
in 1967 than ever before.
Outstanding was the adoption of a constitution somewhat revised from that adopted in the early 1950's. Also
adopted were the revised bylaws which represent a sharper
change, in an attempt to give more effective help to the
composite ministry of the church. While the Hindu, Santal,
and Uraon peoples form one organized church, certain
cultural differences call for variation in operation on the
local levels.
Another step of progress in the establ'shing of the
indigenous church was the laying of plans for a pastoral
leadership system. In the pathway of this program have
stood almost insurmountable economic barriers. The proposed solution does not completely circumvent these barriers. However, agreement of both missionary and national
on a program for presentation to the Board for Missions
is a great step forward. Modifications and adjustments
may need to be' made, but there is a feeling on the part
of those who participated in the building of the proposed
structure that progress has been made.
A specialized training program for a selected group of
church leaders has come nearer to fruition—also a foundation stone in church building. The monthly leadership
training course has been a great blessing in the church
here. However, this does not provide the type of skilled
leadership that will be needed tomorrow, with the nationals' taking more and more responsibility. A training
course adjusted to the educational level of the people and
training them for economic problems they encounter is
now seen as a possibility for 1968.
Literature opportunities are unprecedented!
A youth group in a two-day conference at Banmankhi
took an afternoon out to attend a mela or fair close by. They
took what they expected would be an adequate supply of
literature packets. Upon their return they reported a complete sell-out of Hindi material and a good sale of Santali
material. A literature center including bookroom and read(6)

ing room at Purnea, together with an enlarged thrust in
literature distribution at each mission station, is envisioned.
Unless government puts on unexpected limitations, all of
these should be realized within the next year.
One concludes that God is still at work in India
—when one meets a Brahmin—highest caste in India—
and hears him sing, "Amazing Love, How Can It
Be?", accompanied by a testimony to the realization
of the presence of the living Christ . . .
—when one meets those who have been involved in
witchcraft and sees them now mightily delivered by
the power of God . . .
—when one meets those accounted rich among the Santals and sees the grace of God manifest in their
lives . . . .
However in the land of India there are literally millions
who have not heard of HIM. To these we have an obligation—an obligation to help establish a ministry that, with
or without the missionary being allowed in the land, will
bear testimony to others of what Christ can do.

OPERATION MOBILIZATION
This testimony from Sunil Caleb, sent in by Miss
Erma Hare, gives the result of association with the
Operation Mobilization Team, as it worked out from
Saharsa Literature Center. It underscores the need
for literature, Bible study, prayer and fellowship.
I WAS BOBN into a Christian family but I was not fit
to be called a Christian. I spent my life in a bad way
with Hindus, wholeheartedly choosing to associate with
trouble makers. I went the path of sin and darkness more
easily every day. I went to the cinema. I smoked cigarettes.
I did very bad things with my associates.
I knew the Lord Jesus but as a story. I went to church
only from fear of mother and father. I went to young
people's meetings. But there also I did not learn anything
by which there was a change in my life.
But one time in a meeting the minister spoke on the
twelfth chapter of Luke. I listened attentively. In the end
with emphasis he repeated the 20th verse: "God said unto
him, Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of
thee: then whose shall those things be, which thou hast
provided?"
Then I really began thinking deeply: "Today if your
life should be taken from you, would you be in hell or in
heaven with God?" A great fear began to come into my
heart . . . I began searching for the way of peace.
I found no peace in any of the world's amusement.
Then the Lord gave me a verse: "Thou will keep him
in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee, because he
trusteth in thee." This verse in some manner awakened my
faith. I prayed: "How may I come after thee? What can
I do by which I can follow thee?" One day in morning
prayer Jesus gave me this verse: "Whosoever will come
after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and
follow me." I gave thanks to the Lord Jesus and through
it accepted the Lord Christ. In truth peace came to my
spirit in this verse . . . I began following Him. According
to His command I left every bad habit and all bad things.
My life through the Lord Jesus was further changed in
the Operation Mobilization team.
(Continued on facing page)
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"Thy
Light
John R. Sider

Is
Come . . . "

H Isaiah
light . . ."

ERALDED

along with this prophecy of hope and cheer,
said, "And the Gentiles shall come to thy

Last Sunday we carried the Light to a Uraon village.
It was not the first time the Light had come. This was
Barnabas' village. He had taken his Christian name several
years before. He took it when the Light had come.
Let me tell you about our visit with these Uraon
Christians.
Monsoon is a word that you probably remember from
your school days only; for us here in Bihar it meant that
there had been rain from Sunday to Wednesday; and so
the only way to get to the village was by bicycle. Just
the men (as four-year-old Mark says when he means himself and his daddy) went, and Mark was thrilled when we
had to wade through water.
One by one the village Christians came out to greet
us—some with the typical Indian salaam and folded hands,
others with a handshake and "]isu sahay" (May God be
your helper!). No washing of feet this time; having waded
through all that water it wasn't really necessary!

Some of the Mingh family. Barnabas holding books stands in front
of his father. H e with his wife were one of the three Uraon
couples sent to south Bihar for several months special training
in 1964.

It was Sunday: the oxen were tied to their posts; the
small hand-mill for grinding corn and rice was still; the
slap, slap of wet clothes being pounded on a stone was
not heard; two large kettles of rice had been set on the
mud stoves fueled by cowdung cakes; and the courtyard
had just had a fresh, clean layer of cowdung smeared on it.
December 4, 1967

We met for worship in a grass hut, open at one end.
This time the seating arrangement was different.
Usually the men sit on one side and the women on the
other; but in this village the women were in the front and
the men behind.
When it came time for the offering there was a general
bustle as everyone went searching through the folds of
their clothes for the carefully concealed coins. Children
got coins from their parents, for everyone wanted to have
something to give. The offering plate was a song book
and the little fellow who had received the offering was
about to place it on the table when his unsteady hand
tipped the book and some coins fell to the ground. Then
someone who hadn't had the right amount which he
wanted to give came up to make change. (Does this sound
too informal and haphazard for an order of service? Never
mind! We are trying to teach our people about reverence
but we don't want to destroy and teach away their fervor
in exchange for formality.)
Yes, these people have learned: "Thy Light is come";
and it was a joy to worship with them.
What should I tell them more? I used the words of
Jesus: "Ye are the light of the world." .1 told them that
as lights they are to represent Christ so that others may
come to know Him through their lives.

Operation Mobilization
(Continued from facing page)
The Lord showed me the way in the words of Jesus,
"Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every
creature." I began telling the gospel through the O. M.
team. The Lord Jesus led me in everything and without
fear I began witnessing. I told many people the way of the
Lord Jesus and also gave books to them by which they
can understand who the Lord Jesus is. Why did He die
for us sinners, why did He give His life thus?
While witnessing in Darjeeling my health was so very
bad that I could not talk. I was very ill. Again the Lord
Jesus Christ gave me strength. I read Mark 8:35: "For
whosoever will save his life shall lose it; hut whosoever
shall lose his life for my sake and the gospel's, the same
shall save it." When the Lord gave me this verse with His
strength, I began to work. Satan tried to stop me but was
unsuccessful. Seeing me there, people were surprised that
with such illness the work of witnessing continued with
such courage.
The Lord Jesus Christ gave me strength day by day. An
unusual work continued in me. I cannot describe this
work. Truly I surrendered myself to the Lord. And not in
my own strength but through the strength and knowledge
of the Lord Jesus my work continued. And now I am well.
Now there is rejoicing in my heart, there is a vision,
there is spiritual enthusiasm. My heart is full of peace. The
peace which I was seeking the Lord Jesus Christ gave to
me in fullness. In my heart there is joy, consolation, and
faith. I know that the Lord gave me birth and has done
great things for me. My life given to vain things and vain
work cannot pay the debt but I will spend my life for the
Lord Jesus Christ as He gave His life for us. (Rom. 12:1)
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CARL KAUFFMAN
a memorial
Last Sunday Miss Miriam Heise spoke to the
Christ's Crusaders at Bridlewood Church. By the time
you read this she will be back in Rhodesia for her
third term, and again deeply involved in the lives
of African youth as a high school teacher. She challenged the CCs to give at least two years of their
lives in Voluntary Service. Has your church produced
such a young ambassador for Christ? Carl Kauffman's

did.

wanted to come to Vietnam and
C often would tellnever
his friends how much he missed Hong
ARL KAUFFMAN

Kong, where he worked for the first part of his Pax service.
But nearly two years as all-around handyman and medical
assistant at the Nhatrang Evangelical Clinic (administered
by Vietnam Christian Service) endeared Vietnam to Carl.
When it came time for Carl to leave, we could see that
a part of him didn't want to step onto the plane.
Carl always belittled his work. He wasn't professional,
he said, though he worked with a steady assuredness that
many of his colleagues admired. He had little college tra'ning, though he planned to return to school when he got
back to the States. He seemed sad. He wanted to go back
to the farm in Kansas, but was fascinated by the Asians.
He left a part of himself in the Orient even before he died
in a motorcycle crash in Singapore, among the Chinese
whom he loved.
But his first love was the earth—the deep earth of
Kansas. At Nhatrang he did a job which he hadn't wanted
to do, and he grew to love it because the people needed
him. He knew they could get along without his bit of
help, but he knew they appreciated it, whether it was
handing out a cup of rice and bulgar wheat to TB patients
early in the morning, or the pre-dawn trip into the city
where he would pick up loaves of bread for other patients.
Or maybe the long hours under a broken-down Land-Rover
brought him close to mundane reality in Vietnam—whether
people or machines, the mechanism had to be made to purr
again.
A real cumshaw artist, he scrounged X-ray materials,
medicines and equipment, food and building materials
from American troops and Vietnamese government officials, all to assure the smooth operation of a meagerlysupplied hospital.
On muggy days the vulgar stench of the hospital hung
thick in the air, sticky and close to the sweat-covered faces
of those working around the operating table. Behind a
sanitary mask Carl Kauffman assisted Dr. Linford Gehman
in saving the sight of some—the lives of others. He witnessed the inevitable tragedy of yet others who came
to gather the remains of those whose incurable disease had
led to death. Sometimes too many crude wooden coffins
testified mutely to human inadequacy, in a land where
superstition prevails over medical science.
Once he had a beard, and sometimes he had a mus-
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tache, but always he was in tee-shirt and bluejeans, doing
the jobs that had to be done.
Carl wouldn't want anybody to use any glum words.
Always with a grin on his face, his too-long hair sometimes getting in the way, he took life as it came. And he
gave more to life than most of us do in lifetimes longer
than his. He lived with honesty toward himself and his
beliefs. He was generous and smiling, yet skeptical that
he could ever remake the world in the image of God's
Kingdom. We all have our jobs to do, he would probably
say, even though we can't expect to save the world.
Asia brought Carl face to face with the past, a past
far deeper and more obscure than the American past that
was his heritage. Asia taught him to look backward even
as he looked to the future. He wanted to study history.
And he wanted to return to Southeast Asia. One of the
reasons for his intended trip into the mainland of Southeast Asia was his hope that he could return in five or
10 years to witness how it had changed.
Carl left Saigon for Singapore on September 9. The
motorcycle dealer in Singapore demanded a large bond to
guarantee that Carl wouldn't resell his machine in Malaysia, so he had to wait for extra money from home. Mrs.
Margaret Hancock, a Methodist stationed by Vietnam
Christian Service with her husband at Di Linh, was in
Singapore seeing that two of their boys were safely settled
in school for the year. She saw Carl on Tuesday, September 12. Three days later, still in Singapore, Carl had the
fatal accident.

Y o u t h Help Feed India
(with a tractor)
Paul E. Hostetler
and plow, shining and new, was recently deA
livered to the door of the church in Jabot, India. The
tractor was the gift of the Presbyterian congregation in
TRACTOR

Thornhill, Ontario (near Toronto), as part of its Centennial project.
Confronted with a "challenge to greatness" the congregation set as its goal to raise as much for Christian work
outside the congregation as is spent within.
Among the most enthusiastic workers on the project
were the young people of the Thornhill church. They sold
peanuts, organized socials, washed cars, became willing
"slaves" to people on the basis that they would give to the
cause, and, what is better, gave generously from their own
earnings and allowances.
And even though the drive was during the difficult
summer months when "everyone is on vacation and nothing
can be done until fall" is often the lament, the needed
$3,733 was raised in three months!
The diesel tractor and two-furrow plow will be a great
assistance in encouraging the Bhil people of that section
(Continued on facing page)
Evangelical Visitor
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SOMEONE TO REMEMBER
C. Neil Strait

Gerald Kennedy in his book Fresh Every Morning
Bold, refers
to a teacher he had when he was eight years
and he says something significant. "I remember my
ISHOP

teachers, especially a young man who taught my Sunday
school class when I was about eight years old. We were
an ornery bunch; and if anybody has trouble believing the
theological doctrine of original sin, let him teach a class
of eight-year-old boys. Yet that young fellow was pat:'ent
and faithful, and now and again took us to the river on
a Saturday. I have thought since how many things he
must have preferred doing on those occasions and how
often he must have been tempted to push us in. I wish
there were some way to tell him what he has meant
to me through the years and how many things he said
I still remember. And when I think of all the other fine
teachers who have enriched my life with their example
and wisdom, the debt is so staggering that I am in despair"
(Harper & Row, 1966, p. 18).
The secret of winning children to Christ is hidden here.
That secret is the giving of a person—his time, his energy,
—to those whom he teaches.
But our age rebels at the thought. We live in a busy
day where teachers are too busy to prepare lessons, let
alone take a Saturday off to go hiking. The result is clearly
seen on Sunday morning; no time for the class brings no
class to the teacher.
Three ideas arrest my attention in Kennedy's statement.
First, a teacher did something which was remembered. He
gave of his time to eight-year-old boys, and years later
it was remembered. To do something worth remembering
is—or should be—the goal of every teacher. Yet not every
teacher can boast of this.
Some of us are like the person referred to by W. S.
Gilbert in Lord Mountararat. He said of the lead character,
he "did nothing in particular and did it very well." Or of
others it might be as Cecil Rhodes said in his Last Words,
"So much to do; so little done."
We know that we are remembered, in part, by the
things we do. Thus, if a teacher is to be remembered
years hence, it must be by what he is doing now for his
pupils.
The second observation from Bishop Kennedy's statement is that a teacher said something which was remembered. Yes, even an eight-year-old will remember something you say if your life and your concern back it up.
The writer of Proverbs reminds us that "a word spoken
in due season, how good is it!" (Proverbs 15:23). Each
teacher must say something meaningful to his class Sunday after Sunday. There must be the ring of urgency in
his voice. His concern must show through what one has
termed "words that weep, and tears that speak."
What one says in a class can never be taken lightly.
For upon the spoken word is built the foundation of
belief that governs life. What the children of our Sunday
schools hear today will determine in part what they will
believe as adults.
December 4, 1967

The church has great competition at this point. Heresy
abounds and strange doctrines float upon the air. Youth
is being brainwashed by ideas that breed doubt. The
Christian faith is under attack because words of its defense in the past were poorly spoken. We are fast realizing
that Kipling was right when he said, "Words are the most
powerful drug used by mankind."
The great task of the teacher is to say something which
will be remembered. Speak of Christ! Declare the
gospel! And trust the Holy Spirit to etch it upon the
minds of your listeners.
A third observation from Kennedy's remarks reveals
a teacher was someone to be remembered. He was remembered for what he did and for what he stood. It is true
that many may forget what you say, but they are not as
likely to forget what you believe and how you act. These
characteristics often speak louder than words. Bishop Kennedy remembers the patience and faithfulness of this
teacher. Through these characteristics the boys knew their
teacher was interested in them.
Every teacher should ask himself periodically: Am I
saying something which my class will remember? Am I
doing something with them that they will remember? Am
I the kind of person that my class will remember—and be
proud of?
From the Sunday

School

Journal;

used by permission.

Youth Help
(Continued from facing page)
of India to increase production of essential foods. When
they use oxen for ploughing in the usual way, the farmers
must wait for the rains to soften the hard soi'. With the
rainy season being short, it is partly gone by the time the
seed gets into the ground. Tractor ploughing before the
rains will permit maximum use of the seasonal rainfall.
A notable feature of the church's gift was that it in no
way affected the congregation's budget. In fact, the chairman of the board reported that this past summer was the
first time they did not need to borrow from the bank
during the summer months.
And so once again it has been demonstrated that when
young people are challenged by a worthy cause, they respond with vigor, and the whole congregation benefits.
I trust National Bible Week will evoke awareness in
all men that the Bible is not ours for occasional recourse,
but for eternal strength. It is there for persons of every
belief, of every nation, and of every circumstance. It need
only be discovered—and once found, rediscovered.
—President Lyndon B. Johnson
(9)

Missionary Child
Wins Honors
In Japan
John W. Graybill
a part of the foreign culture in which he minBsionary.
isters is always the earnest desire of the true misPerhaps one of the most natural ways is to have
ECOMING

the missionary children become an active part of the school
system in the local community. Immediately as we think of
this plan, we must recognize that it is not feasible in many
underdeveloped countries. But the excellent Japanese
school system affords missionary children—and parents—
an unusual opportunity to become an active part of this
very complex society.
And so, four years ago, when we first came to Tokyo,
we immediately enrolled Debra in our local kindergarten.
After two years, through PTA meetings, field trips, track
meets, etc., we had made many new contacts which today
are bearing fruit for the Lord Jesus.

Japanese words. The little English she did use was quite
out of joint! For example, the other day when I came
home from a motor-bike trip to town, Barbie came running
to me and asked, "Daddy, where you went?"
Since September, she is now in a small English-speaking kindergarten, getting ready for first grade on furlough
next year.
( N . B. The problem of bi-lingualism in keeping a missionary child
in a national school presents difficulty, as you see. But, in the
end, even a childhood knowledge of another foreign language is
often a great asset in later schooling. T h e advantage, however,
which John Graybill and our other missionaries in Japan, have been
stressing is the bridge to personal contacts with other parents,
teachers, etc., which is made for personal witnessing for Christ.
This aspect of missionary work in Japan is worthy of a place in
your prayers.
Page Ed.)

CORRECTION: The address in the last Missions' Directory
for Avery Sollenberger, Jr. was incorrect. It should read:
Route 3, Box 157
Columbia, Kentucky 42728

From the Editor
(Continued from page t w o )
A new chapter is being written in the history of the
Life Line Mission as the mission moves into larger quarters.
Here a ministry to our Lord as f o u n d in M a t t h e w 25 is being
literally carried o u t — " F o r I was an hungred . . . " See the
architect's vision of the new mission on f a c i n g page.
W e f o l l o w up last issue's emphasis on our colleges w i t h
a short article by the president of Messiah College on a
question o f interest to us a l l — " H o w large w i l l Messiah College become?"
One of the marks of the f a l l season is a review a n d a
p l a n n i n g o f the local congregational p r o g r a m . Two of our
churches gave special effort to this task. The Fairview
congregation ( O h i o ) held a Seminar on Church Outreach.
A report of this is f o u n d on page fifteen. The N a p p a n e e
Church ( I n d i a n a ) planned a day's retreat during which the
local program was evaluated a n d the congregational a n d
community needs were examined.

Barbie, in her school uniform, holding the certificates she received
for her colored prize-winning drawing shown on right.

Two years ago little Barbie entered the local music
school in the kindergarten to learn to play the piano as
a four-year-old. As the school also offered special art
lessons on Monday afternoons, she wanted to enroll for art
also.
In a national kindergarten art contest of all private
schools, several months ago, each school was invited to
send two copies each of two students' work to the exhibit
headquarters in Tokyo. After several thousand entries were
accepted, a committee began the task of picking place
winners One to Five, with several taking Honorable
Mention.
As things turned out, Barbie's drawings were submitted
from our local kindergarten and, in the final judging, she
took second place.
We had hoped to keep Barbie in the Japanese school
system for another year; but she was speaking almost all
(10)

One final note of interest. The M a p l e Grove congregation (Michigan) presented a cantata based on the Apostles'
Creed. See Church News f o r how this was done. Sounds
profitable, interesting, and possible!

8th Inter-Varsity Missionary Convention
December 27-31, 1967
University of Illinois—Champaign—Urbana, Illinois
God has greatly used this convention to present
insight into World Missions to college and university
students. Brethren in Christ Missions will be represented by Bev. Marlin Zook, missionary to Japan.
Students interested in attending may write to:
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
130 N. Wells Street
Chicago, Illinois
Evangelical Visitor

Life Line Mission
is
Moving
Isaac S. Kanode
STABLISHED in 1910 in the basement of a San Francisco
Egreatly
saloon, Life Line Mission in the years since has been
enlarged. Today a weekly medical and dental

clinic is in operation in the heart of downtown San Francisco, in addition to the daily meal and gospel service
provided to the men wandering the streets. A Retreat has
been in operation since 1961—a haven for men who are
breaking away from past sins and old habits. Christian
companionship, clean rooms, good recreation—all so vital
to salvation and rehabilitation—are found there.
But Life Line Mission had to sell its present Fourth
Street property and relocate.
A development agency purchased an 87-acre section of
San Francisco in a plan to rejuvenate the downtown area
in which the mission was located. After much prayer and
diligent search, a seemingly ideal site was found just three
blocks from our present location. Truly our prayers were
answered.
This new property, much larger than the previous one,
is a 50 feet by 85 feet four-story hotel, constructed of
poured concrete and set on piles, which makes it one of the
more solid structures in this area. There are 76 rooms all
told, with two large store rooms facing the front. It is
located on wide Folsom Street near Fifth, with only a service station between it and the corner. On the other side
there will be a large open Trailways Bus parking yard,
which makes this building stand out in bold relief, easy
to identify. Providentially, a building donated to the Life
Line by a friend of the Mission, and now used as a work
shop and storage room, is located on Shipley Street, just to
the rear of this hotel.
The purchase price was $45,000. It will take another
$40-50,000 for the necessary renovation to meet city code
requirements and fit it for our Mission needs. Its structure

of solid concrete, including even the floors, makes it a
very durable building.
However, the city is requiring us to install all new
plumbing and a heating system. To do this in such a
structure means drilling through the cement floors—and
raises the cost of reconstruction much higher than we 'had
anticipated, but it will also add to its value and usefulness. We feel this is not out of line financially; for our
Fourth Street property, which is much smaller, was sold
to the city for $87,050.
The first floor will hold the Mission Hall with a seating capacity of around 100; a 14 feet by 22 feet kitchen to
care for the feeding program, and a 12 feet by 20 feet
dining room for the staff. There will also be a hotel lobby,
waiting room, and medical center, offices, counselling
room, prayer room, clothing room, and showers for men
from off the street with the necessary toilet facilities.
The second floor will be used for staff housing, with
two three-room apartments in the front and 15 single
rooms. Some of the singles can be combined into tworoom complexes.
The third and fourth floors, with 24 single rooms each,
will provide a source of income to help offset the cost of
operating this extensive program.
The Board of Directors has secured the services of
Rev. B. M. Books of Upland, California, who served as
a pastor for many years and who also is a top quality
builder, to supervise the renovation and reconstruction
program. This will include a sprinkler system throughout
the building, an adequate heating and ventilating system,
inclosed stairways for fire safety, and the necessary remodeling, plastering, plumbing, wiring, and painting.
This project indeed represents a major development
in the long history of service of the Life Line Mission.
Yes, the Lord has answered prayer even beyond that
which we had hoped for. Yet there will be much labor and
expense to complete this project. The new building, being
much larger than the older, will require many more furnishings. We do request your continued prayers and your
financial support of missions as we proceed step by step
to make this new development a reality in an expanding
phase of the Life Line's outreach.
"There is a brother whom someone should save."

A photograph of the recently acquired property which will house
the Life Line Mission. The architect's sketch of building when
reconstruction is complete is shown at right.
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The Pastor and Pew
The Pastor and His Home
Wilbur W. Benner
(Prepared b y Pastor Benner of the Bertie Brethren in Christ
church for the Ministers' Betreat of the Canadian Conference
of the Brethren in Christ, 1967.)

NE OF THE MOST difficult areas for the pastor is the
O
home relationship. As an evangelist, a financier, a student, or a roving shepherd, he is able to be an individual-

ist. He can follow the best advice available and then
develop as his personality and temperament indicate. But
in the home there are persons who are to be given equal
consideration. The wife is of course the chief of these
personalities.
The husband and wife relationship is one of the most
pleasant, and at the same time one of the most exacting
of human relationships. Perhaps there are peculiar circumstances that add to the problem content of the minister's
home, but I am sure there are some that make for more
pleasantness than the average home. "Husbands love your
wives," certainly is as much a message to the preacher as
it is to any husband. There may be occasion also for the
admonition, "Be not bitter against them." Love is more
than words, as every preacher has expounded many times.
The truth of this is brought forcibly with a story from
the horse-and-buegy days. The couple were 'spatting' as
they journeyed. The argument had reached that confusing
spot where she refused to talk. He parked under a tree by
the side of the road. The silence was terrible—except for
the chirping of the birds overhead. In desperation he
said, "Honey, hear what that bird is saying: 'I love you, I
love you, I love you.'" "Yes," she said, "and the other is
saying, 'Show it, show it, show it.'" Love is the key to all
success in our homes. We shouldn't take advantage of our
wives because they are ministers' wives and are devoted
to God, and therefore we think they should understand!
When we come to money problems (and don't we all?),
let us remember .this is one of the top issues in most home
difficulties. It isn't peculiar to ministers, though we often
have a "built-in, low salary arrangement' for it. Our homes
may not be exactly places of poverty, but there are times
when things are in short suppty. Different items are
necessary and the problem of obtaining them must be
solved with the man of the house in the place of leadership.
One parsonage had worn, hard-to-keep rugs. The man
of the house and the children made them dirty as they
came and went. They couldn't afford a sweeper—so the
pastor said—yet he had fine hunting equipment, excellent
fishing gear—in fact, the finest sporting materials. Is this
the right kind of leadership? A Pennsylvania-Dutch napkin
we have in our home reads. "Dirtv enough to be happy and
clean enough to be healthy." This is a good parsonage
motto.
A pastor's wife was having problems with their two
early teenage boys. She gently complained that she wished
her husband would give them more attention. But then
she excused him saying, "He is just too much 'other world
minded.'" I am not sure her judgment was correct. I am
(12)

inclined to think he was this world-minded, but in areas
less disturbing than the problem of his two teenage boys.
Most wives would appreciate a man doing the things a
man should do around the house. Most parsonages would
be more liveable with just a little money plus a bit of
effort on the part of the pastor. Perhaps some of us pastors
have been born with two left hands. Some seem to enjoy
it. But with a little effort we could develop a workable
right hand, and thus become the right-hand man around
the house.
Be a man! Don't be henpecked! Your children will have
confidence in you if you are a man of decision. The people
of the church (especially the men—even if they are henpecked) will appreciate your decisiveness and personal
initiative. I really think that women who have henpecked
men don't want it that way. They just discovered that
someone had to make decisions and found themselves
responsible. So men, be a man!
Of course, there is another side to this matter. There
are two kinds of men that bother me. The first is the
man who depends on his wife before he moves or makes
any decision. The other is the man who pretends that his
wife's opinion does not matter at all. Very foolish is the
pastor who doesn't lean heavily upon the sensible thoughts
of his wife in making important decisions in the pastorate.
Get out of the house! In consideration of his own
welfare an executive said, "God knew what He was doing
when he planned for a man to be away from home at least
eight hours a day." I was told personally by a woman, "I
can hardly stand it since my husband retired; he is always
under my feet." Many a poor parsonage lady never knows
what minute her husband will be dropping in, but she
knows it won't be long. Preachers, get out and give her
some peace!
Remember your children early. The wise man exhorts
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth,"
but we parents must give them full consideration before
the days of "youth." Prayer, Bible Reading, Stories, and
spontaneous Christian testimony must be a vital part of
our homes. The charge that we sometimes hear that religion was "crammed down me as a 'P.K.' (preacher's kid)"
is not always false. However, it is not that there was too
much religion, but that it was not associated with proper
living. Religion is of no value as an experience in isolation.
Let us put it into force in our lives even as pastors in our
homes.
The family meal should be a time of fellowship and
pleasantness. Don't talk disturbing matters at the table.
Many of the wonderful things in the life of our Lord were
associated with eating. Make it a special occasion. (I think
your congregation should know at what hour your evening
meal is served so that you aren't interrupted by the telephone.) Recently, I was called from the dinner meal six
times to answer the phone.
Laymen have often been reminded that roast preacher
makes a poor diet, but to serve broiled board members
to your children is no better. Never say unkind things
about church members in the presence of your children.
Have play times together. Make a big thing of holidays.
Keep some of them as 'family days.' Take trips together,
even if they are short ones. Make much of birthdays in the
family. Use every occasion to spend time with your children. They grow up so soon and are gone.
The story is told of a lad who had been left many times
with a baby-sitter while his busy parents attended to parish
duties. One day they took their son to see the Niagara
Falls. The father said, "See the river rushing along down
there!" The boy looked into his father's face and asked,
"Is the ribber going to a meeting?"
Evangelical Visitor

The
Question
of
Size
D. Ray Hostetter

T

is hearxl quite often as our enrollment continues to swell, and our building program gains momentum. The answer is not simple. It's like asking, "How
tall will my son be?" as his Sunday suit suddenly becomes
too small. He is growing to become a more effective human being. Our college is growing to help produce more
effective human beings.
We want to grow enough to serve as the best possible
institution of Christian higher education within the framework of our church and the liberal arts tradition. However,
we prefer to remain small enough to make sure each of
our students is guaranteed individual attention to his
spiritual, intellectual, moral and physical needs.
How big is small? Right now, "small" is an enrollment
of 450. In five years, when it exceeds 850, it still will be
tiny when compared with average enrollments on campuses across the nation. A "small" college in 1963 had
less than 1,000 students, according to an association of
"small" colleges to which we belong. However, now the
qualification is 1,500 students. In less than five years, the
enrollment rating jumped by 500. Messiah College has
less than 500 students after 59 years of operation. One
soon realizes that our recent growth is not at all unusual.
As more and more students across the country seek our
form of Christian higher education, we are obligated to
serve them.
We have built new dormitories to house them, and we
are building another right now. We needed a new science
hall to help them learn more effectively. We have raised
the needed capital, and working blueprints are being
drawn.
We are planning a new campus center to improve conference, dining, and physical education facilities. It will
retain the best structural features of the existing Alumni
Auditorium, built in 1935 when sixty-two students were
enrolled.
Even more important than general bricks-and-mortar
growth is the expansion of our curriculum. We must offer
a variety of courses needed to give the contemporary student as wide a vista of his world as possible so that he
may deal with it as effectively as possible.
How many courses we offer depends on the size of
departments. How small can one remain and still provide
education suitable for contemporary living? One-man departments are rapidly becoming obsolete. A professor
needs colleagues within his own discipline with whom to
exchange ideas, discuss trends, and to judge his own teaching effectiveness.
HIS QUESTION
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The new Women's Residence Hall for which ground was broken
on April 2 1 , 1967, is scheduled for occupancy with the opening of
the 1968-69 school year.

How many students are necessary to sustain departments with enough variety and size to meet today's educational challenges? This question has no pat answer. Yet,
it demands confrontation. And still another factor influences our growth pattern.
Messiah College's underlying missionary spirit also
reinforces its reasons for expansion today. We grow to
prepare our students to serve others as active Christians
around the world. However, regardless of the degree of
their spiritual commitments, our students are deeply aware
of the carefully drawn Christian perspectives which surround them here.
How large, then, will the college become?
Large enough to serve seeking students; large enough to
attract competent, committed faculty, and large enough
to enhance Messiah College's traditional evangelistic fervor within a liberal arts curriculum.
Yet, we are determined to remain small enough to
serve all with equal attention to our Christian system of
values.

W e Believe in the Holy Spirit
(Continued from page five)
We believe in the Holy Spirit, yes, we do! And because of that we pray in the immortal lines of that great
hymn writer, Isaac Watts:
Come, Holy Spirit, heav'nly Dove,
With all Thy quick'ning Pow'rs;
Kindle a flame of sacred love
In these cold hearts of ours.
Look! how we grovel here below,
Fond of these earthly toys;
Our souls can neither fly nor go
To reach eternal joys.
Dear Lord, and shall we ever live
At this poor dying rate,
Our love so faint, so cold to Thee,
And Thine to us so great?
Come, Holy Spirit, heav'nly Dove,
With all Thy quick'ning pow'rs;
Come, shed abroad a Saviour's love,
And that shall kindle ours.
(13)

CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE
The MGMS (Mowersville, Greensprings,
Mount Rock, and South Mountain) Men's
Fellowship began a Week of Evangelism, October 30 to November 4, by having dinner
together. Each following evening they met in
a different church and concluded the week
with an Evangelistic Rally in the Mt. Rock
church, Pa. Rev. Ray Curry, guest speaker,
ably discussed the need for effective witnessing.
The Grantham congregation, Pa., set new
attendance records on Homecoming Day, October 22. There were 474 in Sunday school
and 789 in the worship service. The previous
Sunday was Rally Day with an attendance
of 366; it was observed with special features
in each department of the Sunday school.
Dr. Kenneth Geiger, General Superintendent of the United Missionary Church, was
speaker for Spiritual Emphasis week of the
college and congregation and for the sixth annual Missionary Conference. A large group of
missionaries who were also present for the
Missionary Conference, November 3-5, spoke
during the Sunday school hour to each adult
class and each youth and children's department. The closing session was highlighted
with an illustrated message by Dr. Henry
Kreider, recently returned from Haiti. The
congregation's faith-promise goal for the coming year is $15,000 for missions and benevolences.
Rev. S. Lane Hostetter ministered effectively in a week of revival services for the
Morning Hour Chapel, near East Berlin, Pa.
Harvey Zook has been elected superintendent
of Morning Hour's Sunday school.
Pleasantview congregation, Pa., h i d th.3
following guest speakers recently: Dr. Jesse
Lady, Upland, Calif., and Miss Martha Lady,
missionary to Africa, who spoke to the children and showed slides of her hospital work.
Rev. Harry Fink spoke in the morning
worship service of the Pretoria congregation,
Pa., November 12, in the absence of Pastor
Blaine Kauffman.
The Rally Day service of the Hanover congregation, Pa., featured former pastor, Rev.
Samuel Lady, as guest speaker.
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Special recognition for perfect attendance
was given to six members of the Fairland
Sunday School, Pa., October 22. Rev. Jacob
B. Funk, who recently observed his eightyeighth birthday, has had a perfect attendance
record for ten of the years since 1955.
T h e Church Board of the Fairland congregation were host in a surprise celebration
of Pastor and Mrs. David Climenhaga's
twenty-fifth
wedding anniversary,
Sunday
evening, October 22. Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Eshelman spoke in honor of the occasion.
In a Harvest Praise service, featured by
the Hillside Chapel congregation, Llewellyn,
Pa., lovely gifts of food were presented to
Pastor and Mrs. Larry Steffee. A group from
Pastor Steffee's home church, Locust Grove,
Pa., visited Hillside Chapel, November 5, and
presented the evening's program there.
•Bishop Byers notes in the Atlantic Beacon
that 340 youth gathered in the Atlantic Conference Youth Fellowship, October 28 (reported in November 6, Visitor).
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The youth of the Palmyra congregation, Pa.,
held a retreat at nearby Camp Hebron during
the Thanksgiving holidays, November 24-26.
Their speakers were Walter Winger, Lane
Hostetter, John Sider and Earl Herr.
T h e Atlantic Beacon reports from Pastor
Roy Peterman of the Manor congregation, Pa.,
an average of 242 in Sunday school during
October; the average 10 years ago w a s 112.
CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Pastor Paul Hostetler reports in the News
Bulletin of the Bridlewood Church, Ontario,
that "the teens have been having a great time
in Bible Quiz competition using electronic
equipment on Sunday evenings."
The Houghton Centre congregation, Ontario, held a banquet November 1 1 , to celebrate the Centennial Canadian Confederation.
Sixty-four persons, including members from
the Walsingham and Frogmore congregations,
participated, many of them in Centennial costume. Bishop Roy Sider was guest speaker.
Rev. Elwood Flewelling w a s guest speaker
for the Houghton Centre Love Feast, October
14. Two babies were dedicated to the Lord
on Thanksgiving Sunday.
CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Dr. Bruce Stark, Professor of Hebrew and
Old Testament at Ashland Theological Seminary, gave a series of two lectures to the
Chestnut Grove congregation, Ohio. He discussed the Holy Land in light of contemporary developments.
Rev. William Engle was guest speaker for
the Christian Union congregation, Indiana,
November 5. In the evening service he gave
an illustrated report on his trip to the Mennonite World Conference.
The Christian Union congregation received
the gold seal, awarded for Sunday school
achievement in their area of the Central Conference. They had an increase in attendance
each Sunday in October over t h e previous
year.
A Hymn Sing, held by the Maple Grove
congregation, Michigan, was highlighted by
a congregational cantata, T h e Apostles' Creed,
using the Brethren in Christ hymnal, Hymns
for Worship. A phrase from the Creed was
read, followed by a related passage of Scripture, and then a hymn was sung which dealt
with that particular part of t h e Creed.
The Twenty-fifth Anniversary Sunday of
the Maple Grove congregation featured recorded messages by former pastors of the
church: Rev. Joe VanderVeer, Rev. Paul Hill,
Rev. Earl Brechbill, Rev. Frank Vore, Dewey
Hartsock, Rev. Milford Brubaker and Rev.
Hubert Stern.
Pastor Elam Dohner of the Phoneton congregation, Ohio, h a d a unique experience in
a child dedication service recently: triplets
Dale, Dean, and David Eggenschwiller were
presented to the Lord.
MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Pastor Glenn Hensel reports in the Abilene
church bulletin that the Brethren in Christ
churches of Dickinson County, Kansas, participated in MCC's Beef for Relief project
by both donations of labor and cash. Funds
were raised to underwrite 265 cans of beef.
The Missionary Stewardship Conference of
Mountain View Chapel, Colorado, featured
a Family Fellowship Banquet. This was an
African style meal. Speakers for the conference
were Martha Lady, Henry Hostetter and
Pastor Ulery.

PACIFIC CONFERENC
"Signposts Aloft," a new Moody Institute of
Science film, was shown in a recent Neighbor
Night of the Chino congregation, Calif. Honored guests for the evening were the Ambassadors Sunday School Class for their
record - breaking percentage increase in attendance over last year.
The Women's Fellowship of the Upland
congregation, Calif., instead of having a customary banquet, prepared favorite recipes and
special items, then invited friends of the
church and community to join them in a Food
Sampling Festival. Some seventy-five selected
recipes for salads, meats, Pennsylvania Dutch
dishes, desserts, and other delicacies were
prepared. More than 400 persons responded
with enthusiasm, and comments rated this as
a most helpful community project.
With Paul Frey and Glen Franklin serving
as chairmen, twenty men have joined Upland's
Visitation Team. During November husbands
and wives worked together in community
visitation. The October Forward Enlargement
Campaign has opened the door to more than
twenty-five homes in the community. Reports
following each evening of visitation have
been most challenging: one couple found
themselves in the home of a college professor
seeking a church home; another couple visited
a television director, and another team had
prayer with a former Hell's Angel.
REVIVAL SERVICES
James Lentz at Centerville, Pa., December
10-17.
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COBER—Timothy Kent, born October 16,
1967, to Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober,
Barjora, India.
HARRY—Jeannette Marie, born October 25,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. John Harry, Pleasantview congregation, Pa.
HENDRICKSMA—Hylda Jane Elizabeth, born
September 30, 1967, in Rotterdam, The
Netherlands, to Mr. and Mrs. Hessel B. Hendricksma, Grantham congregation, Pa.
KEEFER—Philip Daniel II, born November
9, 1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Keefer,
Grantham congregation, Pa.
NISSLY—Wayne Allen, born November 3,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Nissly, Choma,
Zambia.
OBER—Danette Mishell, born November 9,
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ober, Cross Roads
congregation, Pa.
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BECK-SHOOK—Miss Lois Shook, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Shook, Glenside, Pa.,
and Mr. George M. Beck, son of Mrs. Glasgow Newcomb and the late George Beck,
Lancaster, Pa., were united in marriage in
St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Church, Glenside, August 26, 1967. Rev. Robert R. Clark
performed the ceremony, assisted by Rev. S.
Lane Hostetter and Rev. Charles Lenker.
BOSSERMAN-DEPRIEST—Miss Vicci Depriest,
West Virginia, and Mr. Lewis Bosserman,
Hanover, Pa., were united in marriage October 22, 1967, at Morning Hour Chapel.
Pastor Roy J. Musser officiated.

Evangelical Visitor

BOYER-DECKMAN — Miss Gloria Deckman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Deckman,
Ambler, Pa., and Mr. Harold Boyer, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boyer, Lafayette Hill,
Pa., were united in marriage in the Perkiomen
Valley Brethren in Christ Church, August 12,
1967. Pastor James J. Lesher performed the
ceremony.

Seminar on Church Outreach

A seminar emphasizing the pentration of the
church into t h e secular culture of our day was
FOSTER-SHERK — Miss Mary Arlene Sherk, held recently at the Fairview Brethren in Christ
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Sherk, Mt. Joy, Church, Englewood, Ohio, with Dr. D . Ray
Pa., became the bride of Mr. Mickey Foster, Heisey of Kent, Ohio, as guest speaker and
leader of the seminar.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Foster, LanIn the opening session of the seminar Dr.
caster, Pa., August 26, 1967. Pastor Martin
Heisey gave a brief address on t h e subject:
S. Landis performed the ceremony in t h e
"Christian Faith Confronts Secular Culture:
Bethel Springs Brethren in Christ Church.
The Need for Church Renewal." He said, " W e
G I B B L E - X E F F — Miss June Carolyn Gibble, have got to b e convinced that there is need
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gibble, Eliza- for church renewal." "Can we," h e asked,
"be satisfied that the church, which should be
bethtown, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Carl
on the frontier of society bringing renewal to
Lee Neff, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Neff,
individual and community life, has been traManheim, Pa., November 4, 1967, in the
ditionally one of the ultraconservative and reCross Roads Brethren in Christ Church. The
straining forces in our society?" H e went on
ceremony w a s performed by Rev. Glenn Hosto ask, "Are the forms of our church life adetetter, uncle of the bride.
quate for conveying our Christian faith to the
culture in which we live?" H e suggested that,
POTTEIGER-TYSON - Miss Sheryll Tyson,
"Confrontation will occur only when we penedaughter of Rev. and Mrs. Irvin G. Tyson,
trate society. W e must stop going through
Collegeville, Pa., and Mr. Daniel Potteiger, son
the motions of religiosity and stop existing for
of Mrs. Mae Potteiger, Summerdale, Pa., and
ourselves if we are to penetrate our culture.
the late Howard Potteiger, were united in
marriage in t h e Perkiomen Valley Brethren W e should see ourselves not as an exclusive
in Christ Church, September 30, 1967. The community b u t as a redemptive community
ceremony was performed by the bride's father, which breaks into the world with the message
of the Christian faith." This he illustrated by
assisted by Pastor James J. Lesher.
chalk board diagram showing that in the Old
Testament we see Israel as an "Exclusive Community"' in relation to t h e world. In the New
Testament we see the early church as a "Redemptive Community" in that she penetrated
/'
the world rather than becoming ingrown.
An open
discussion period followed in
PETRY—Hawley Cletus Petry, Sr., was born which the congregation was divided into small
near N e w Paris, Ohio, October 22, 1900, and groups to discuss selected areas of local conpassed away November 16, 1967, in the cern. Dr. Heisey proposed the following quesKettering Memorial Hospital, Dayton.
tions for discussion:
H e was converted at t h e age of fifty-seven
1. W h a t needs in this community are now
and served as co-teacher of the Adult Bible
being met by our congregation?
Class at the Dayton Brethren in Christ Mis2. W h a t needs in the community should we
sion Church.
b e meeting?
He is survived by his wife, Loretta; three
3. W h a t hurdles are keeping us from penesons: Hawley C , Jr., Trotwood; Donald E.,
trating our culture and our community with
Brookville; and Ronald G , Dayton; and one the Christian faith?
daughter: Mrs. Velva Keener, Brookville.
The groups later shared their discussion and
Three sisters, two brothers, eleven grand- findings. This proved to b e a very profitable,
children, and three great-grandchildren also revealing, thought provoking and challenging
period.
survive.
T h e funeral service was conducted in the
Dayton Brethren in Christ Mission Church,
Rev. Ohmer U. Herr and Bishop W . H. Boyer
in charge. Interment was in t h e Mt. Zion Park
Cemetery.
SHETTER-Peter Daniel Shetter, born May
26, 1889, at Abilene, Kansas, passed away
suddenly in his home at Colorado Springs,
Colo., October 9, 1967.
H e was married to Elizabeth Lenhert in
1916. They moved to Colorado in 1944 for
health reasons and there became affiliated with
the Beth-El Mennonite Church where they
were charter members. W h e n t h e Brethren
in Christ started a church in Colorado Springs,
they were helpful in many ways.
Besides his wife, h e is survived by two
daughters: Mrs. Fern Groff, Colorado Springs;
and Mrs. Florence Hostetter, Hope, Kansas;
and three sons: Leroy C , San Jose, Calif.;
Warren D., Oregon, 111.; and Lawrence M.,
Abilene, Kansas. Seventeen grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren also survive.
The funeral service was held in the BethEl Mennonite Church, Rev. Darrel Otto and
Rev. Keith D. Ulery officiating. Interment
was in the Evergreen Cemetery.
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Toys of Violence Opposed
"Let's Train Them For Peace," is a study
and action kit on toys of violence, prepared
for t h e Childhood Education Committee of
the Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom.
"Massed armaments, even in games, can
only sow the seeds of mistrust and hate among
nations," says the W I L P F . "Our task is to
motivate the new generation by equipping
them with the tools and ideas that can solve
conflicts rather than t h e tools that destroy.
Obviously, the toys of war will have to b e
replaced by the toys and ideas of peace."
Second Ontario Mennonite
Sale Planned
A general meeting of
people interested in t h e
Sale met at the Hillcrest

Relief
representatives of
Mennonite Relief
Mennonite Church

In the second session Dr. Heisey addressed
the congregation on the subject: "The Crucial
Role of the Layman in Church Renewal." He
emphasized that "the layman is important because h e can engage in redemptive prayer.
Redemptive prayer begins with engagement in
the world." He said, " T h e prayer of disengagement—in one's closet—is very important but so
is the prayer of engagement." H e quoted A. J.
Boyd who states that "the Church's actual dialogue with the world will be mainly through
Christian men and women engaged in their
ordinary 'secular' avocations in which they
spend forty or fifty or sixty hours of the week
as against the one, or two, or three that they
might spend in the church building."
Secondly, Dr. Heisey emphasized that "the
layman is important because h e can engage in
dialogical communication.
Dialogical communication takes place whenever we seek to
give ourselves to others as we really are and
when we are open to others as they really are
and not as we think they are. W h e n every
member of the congregation in all his spheres
of influence is establishing authentic relationships with others, then the church is in that
sense penetrating society."
In the third and concluding session of the
seminar Dr. Heisey spoke on the theme "The
Meaning of the Church in Our Time." He
suggested that the function of the church is
four-fold:
1. "To announce the arrival of the new age
when the powers of evil have been overthrown
and t h e supernatural has entered history in a
decisive manner."
2. "To bring healing to the fractures of
society and reconciliation where there is estrangement and disintegration. College students who, in the name of Christ, spend their
vacations in the slums of our urban centers to
bring wholeness to the lives of disadvantaged
children are being the church in our time."
3. "To demonstrate the character of the new
society to the unbelieving world. The new society in Christ is a faith community, a fellowshipping community, and an action community.
These characteristics together
demonstrate
love and bring redemption."
4. "To nurture the people of God and edify
the body of Christ in a teaching capacity."

at New Hamburg, Ontario on Tuesday, October 3 1 , 1967.
The gratifying results of t h e first year's
efforts were reported at this meeting. It was
the unanimous consensus of those present that
another relief sale should b e held and the
date and place agreed upon was May 25, 1968
at New Hamburg in t h e Community Arena
and fair grounds. A total of $31,700 was
turned over to t h e Mennonite Central Committee for its international relief program as
a result of the 1967 sale efforts.
North Vietnam Red Cross
Acknowledges Parcel
The Red Cross of t h e Democratic Republic
of Vietnam (North Vietnam) h a s acknowledged receipt of the 16-pound parcel of children's clothing which t h e Mennonite Central
Committee ( C a n a d a ) sent to Hanoi by air
in mid-September.
Tran Thi Dich, Secretary General of t h e
Red Cross, in a letter dated October 10 and
received in Winnipeg November 9, stated,
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" W e have the honor to confirm receipt of
your letter of September 13, 1967, and of
your parcel sent by air, a parcel of clothing
tor our children, the victims of inhumane
bombardment by the American planes."
"In the name of the Red Cross of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam," she continues, "we want to express our sincere sentiments of gratitude for this humanitarian action, which is a sure sign of your affection
as it concerns our children.
"We would like to thank you for your suggestion of further shipments. W e would appreciate receiving, as we did the first time,
ready-made clothing or woolen materials."
It is costing the Mennonite Central Committee $3.45 a pound to ship these goods to
North Vietnam.
Canadians Jam Hall To Hear
Myron Augsburger
An overflow crowd heard Evangelist Myron
Augsburger in Stratford, Ontario, at the opening of an eight-day crusade which was two
years a-preparing, according to Crusade Director Eugene R. Witmer.
Convening in the 2,258-seat Shakespea_ean
Festival Theatre, the Stratford and District
Centennial Crusade allegedly outpulled the
best of the season's plays, in terms of attendance.
Dr. Augsburger's five-man team p u t into
effect a new crusade feature which reaches
into homes through coffee-hour discussions.
These "coffees" were held in 15 Stratford
homes with attendance at each ranging from
10 to 25.
The team of Inter-Church Evangelism, Inc.,
of Atglen, Pa., which sponsors the Augsburger
crusades, included J. Stratton Shufelt, music
director; Henry Wiebe, soloist; Howard M.
Skinner, organist; and Dr. Gerald A. Foster,
associate evangelist.
Swaziland Names Christian To Cabinet Post
Aaron Gamede, son of a pioneer Bantu
evangelist serving with The Evangelical Alliance Mission, has been named by Swaziland's
Prime Minister as the Minister of Education
in the cabinet of the new Swazi nation, according to a spokesman for TEAM.
The younger Gamede received his primary
education in TEAM school; and his B.A. and
M.A. degrees from Wheaton College.
Described as a thoroughgoing evangelical,
Gamede carries heavy responsibilities in the
Swazi government while maintaining an active
relationship with t h e Bantu
Evangelical
Church.
Two-Sided Turkish New Testament
Stops Muslim Extremists
An Armenian Christian in Turkey in 1914
conceived the idea of printing a New Testament with passages from the Bible on one
side of a sheet and selections from the Koran
on t h e other.
The ingenious trick stopped extreme Muslims in Constantinople from tearing up the
Scriptures because no Mohammedan would
dare to tear the Koran.
T h e "two-voiced" New Testament rests
among unique volumes in the library of the
American Bible Society in New York.
'First Atheist State' Says Albania
In Citing Anti-Religion Drive
Albania now officially claims to have become the "first atheist state in the world."
Such a claim was voiced in the Albanian
literary monthly Nendori, made available at
the United Nations. Some observers there
note a counterpart to the "cultural revolution"
in China.
The periodical states that the closing of
2,169 churches, mosques, monasteries and
other religious institutions during the past
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six months "represents the concluding phase
of the campaign against formal religious institutions." At the same time, it said, this
period represented the final phase aimed at
"eliminating the informal manifestations of
religion in Albania."
'Long Weekend' Bill Shelved in House
A bill providing for the observance of five
major holidays on Monday—thus providing a
series of long weekends—has been quietly
killed by the House Judiciary Committee.
According to Rep. Emanuel Celler ( D . N.Y.) committee chairman, the House unit
voted some changes in the proposed measure,
but then failed to report the bill to the floor.
Among church groups, strongest objection
to the bill came from the Lord's Day Alliance
of the U.S. The Alliance claimed that the
proposed five long weekends "would not serve
well the moral and spiritual needs of our
citizens."
Rabbi Terms Israel Victory
Over Arabs 'Disaster'
Unfamiliar words came from an Israeli in
Jerusalem, when Rabbi Amram Blau termed
his country's victory over the Arabs a "disaster."
Rabbi Blau, 68, is the leader of the
"Neturei Karta" (Aramaic for "Guardians of
the Wall") whose several hundred members
regard the state of Isi:.el as heretical and an
affront to God. They pray for its destruction.
Their position is simple: "God promised H e
will redeem Zion with the Messiah. That redemption is to come in a manner and in
circumstances clearly specified in Jewish
tradition. The Messiah has not arrived. The
specified circumstances do not exist. The
creation of an Independent Jewish state b y
men, not God in His own way and time, is
a grave sin. It is faithlessness.
The rabbi is quoted in the Trumpeter for
Israel, published by the Cleveland Hebrew
Mission, as being saddened by the liberation
of the Wailing Wall in Old Jerusalem.
"Its sanctity has been m a d e a mockery,"
Rabbi Blau lamented. He called for the
Jews and Arabs to set up a United States of
the Middle East. "We are all children of
Abraham," he said. "We can all live amicably
in peace together."
New Dead Sea Scroll Indicates Christian Role
Twenty years after the first discovery of
the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947, a new scroll
from Qumran implies a Christian role in the
community.
T h e new text, scientists say, indicates that
one group of followers of Jesus joined the
Jewish community of Qumran shortly after
the Crucifixion and influenced it to adopt
some Christian doctrine.
Unlike other parchments, which are either
copies of Biblical texts or accounts of the
history and practices of the Qumran com-

munity, the new scroll
sage, claiming to speak
message, says Dr. Yadin,
University's archaelogical
intended by its author to
the Bible.

is a prophetic mesfor God Himself-a
head of the Hebrew
department, clearly
be incorporated into

Firm Pals Put Sunday School
Teacher Back on t h e Job
Explaining that he had to teach a Sunday
school class, a deacon in t h e Wesleyan Methodist Church in Lynchburg, Va., told his
employers he wouldn't be available for Sunday overtime.
When James C. Hicks returned Monday to
his paint-spraying job at Limitorque Corp.,
he learned he had been suspended for three
days.
Word got around fast and at 2:30 p.m.
275 fellow workers stalked off the job. After
three hours of discussions between the company and the Machinists' Union, Hicks was
reinstated and the employees returned to
work.
Teens Cry 'Help' Through Survey For NSSA
A glimpse at the attitudes and beliefs of
nearly 3,000 youth in 197 congregations of
40 evangelical denominations shows that they
want from the church more counsel on sexual
problems, vocational opportunities and instruction on marriage preparation.
The survey was revealed here in the final
session of the 21st annual convention of the
National Sunday School Association Oct. 28,
by Dr. Roy Zuck and the Rev. Gene Getz.
The survey revealed that moral standards
of professing Christian youth rate high. The
great majority of those questioned did not
approve of teens swearing, lying, cheating,
gossiping, having premarital sexual intercourse,
reading lewd literature, drinking, breaking
speed limits, and telling off-color jokes. Willingness to attend a racially integrated Sunday
school was expressed by three-fourths of the
young people. Three-fourths of the youth
would not object to living in a racially integrated neighborhood. However, an overwhelming majority opposed interracial marriages.
Exceptionally high was a willingness to
serve in the Armed Forces, and 46 per cent
believed in capital punishment.
Though few evangelical youth had complaints about their Sunday school teachers,
the survey directors pointed out, many are
concerned about the hypocrisy of adults in
church.
One in every 10 teens surveyed planned to
pursue a church-related vocation, most as
missionaries or pastors.
T h e findings, processed b y an IBM computer, included thousands of statistics.
"This project is one of the largest and
perhaps the most extensive and valid surveys
ever made of church youth," according to
NSSA president William Greig, Jr.

